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Belarus relates to the countries with limited organic fuel resources. So, the share of own fuel
resources is about 15% from the total energy consumption. Therefore, Belarus is forced to
buy fuel-energy resources, mainly in Russia.

Natural gas (68%) and oil (1 8%) are prevailing in the structure of fuel-energy resources
consumption in Belarus. At present Russia supplies gas to Belarus by the price of 30
USD/1000 m 3 that is lower then European prices. However, and under these conditions the
share of fuel-energy resources reaches 60% in the volume of Belarus import and is about 2
bill. USD, what is commensurable with the value of an annual state budget of Belarus. Prices
for gas will be sufficiently risen in Russia for the nearest future. So, according to the
assessments of Russian specialists a wholesale price for natural gas will be risen by a factor of
3.7 in Russia by 2005 in comparison with 2001 what makes Belarus production ultimately
non-competitive in the world market.

Recently Belarus has been observing the growth of economic indicators, and this progress
has to be substantiated with an appropriate energy park. Further development of the
national economy calls for a sustainable power industry free of the impact of the changing
economic situation in the fuel market. The necessity is to lower a level of dependence of the
Republic on the imports of fuel and electric power.

Electric energy plays a special role in the energy supply system in the Republic. The
forecasted energy consumption will be about 55 bill. kW~h in Belaruis by 2015. At present the
demands of the Republic in electric energy are satisfied by 70-80% due to generation at own
power electric plants operating mainly on import fuel, and by 20-30% due to electric energy
import generated at Smolensk (Russia) and Ignalina (Lithuania) NPPs. But the share of
electric energy import from Russia will be decreased by 2015 in connection with the
forecasted growth of its internal demands. Ignalina NPP will be shut down by that time.
According to the assessments of specialists this import of gas from Russia will not exceed 5
bill. kW~h a year. Therefore, the main part of demands in electric energy (40-50 bill. kW.h)
must be covered at the expense of own generation. But already now about 60% of energy
equipment have worn out, its working capacity is maintained due to repairs, volumes of which
increase every year. Approximately 3.8 mill. kW from 7.8 mill. kW of the installed capacities
will be in operating state in Belarus by 2015. With due account of the growth of demands in
electric energy and the possibility of its import to 2015 about 6 mill. kW of new capacities are
needed to be put into operation. Thus, the problem on energy supply is one of the most
important problems for Belarus. As well as for many countries of the Central and South-
Eastern Europe having the limited energy resources, for Belarus one of the possible ways for
solving the power problem is nuclear power.
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The problem on NPP construction in Belarus for covering the deficit of electric and thermal
energy is not a new one. In 1983 the construction of the first stage (2000 MW) of the Minsk
nuclear central heating-and-power plant was begun. Further, the construction of Belarus NPP
with the total capacity of 6000 MW was planned. The Chernobyl NPP accident stopped that
program.

By present according to the Decision of the Government of Belarus the preliminary
investigations on studying the possibility and availability of including the energy sources on
nuclear fuel in the electric energy structure of the Republic have been carried out. The
following directions have implemented these investigations:

* feasibility study of various scenarios of power development in Belarus within the period of
up to 2020;

• study and siting for NPP location in the territory of Belarus;

• selection of a reactor type for NPP with the increased safety;

* assessment of ways of RAW storage and management;

• studying the public opinion of the population on nuclear power development in Belarus.

The results of the implemented works are the following:

* economically optimum scenario of electric energy development in Belarus is the variant
with introduction of power sources on natural gas and nuclear fuel in the energy system of
Belarus;

* at introduction of NPP with the capacity of 2.5 mill. kW in the energy system of Belarus
the deficit of electric capacity of the energy system of Belarus will be practically eliminated
to 2020, and an annual economy in the import of natural gas will be 500 mill. USD;

* 5 perspective sites have been selected in the territory of Belarus which answer the modem
requirements imposing for NPP siting, though the required volume of geologic-seismic and
other kinds of investigations has not been completed yet. NPP with the capacity of up to 4000
MW can be located in each of these sites;

* all the considered advanced reactors of PWR type (Westinghouse, Framatome and
Siemens firms) and Russian reactors WWER-640, WVWER-1000 with the advanced safety
systems are similar as to safety performances. Concerning economic parameters the Russian
reactors are more preferable. But the final choice of a concrete NPP project must be
determined by the international tender with due account of engineering and commercial
conditions and possible patterns of financing;

* geological and hydrogeological peculiarities of Belarus territory admit the construction of
storage facilities of various types for radioactive waste;

* almost 35% of the population is unalterably opposed the NPP construction, while the rest
are potentially ready to support it provided a number of conditions, associated with the safety of
the population.
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